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Gavon: What are the themes you are exploring in your video? How would you describe the
video to someone who hasn’t seen it?
Tsui: My work is about exploring the alternative of people existing in urban environment. I try
to reveal the invisible structure which underneath our daily life and social system, and
everyone is able to find out the breach inside of it, based on each experience and condition,
then to create an adaptable attitude or method to fit in or manage. These possibilities could
be feelings toward reality confrontation, solutions to alter but under the condition of not
changing the fact, or even bringing questions to our living environment through certain
measurement. However, among all of the above, the most important is still have
consciousness, passion and expectation to where we belong. Therefore, I, myself (or many
subs) becomes a tool to provide an alternative (but personal) execution.
In my opinion, if we could have more imagination in life, perhaps it would be possible to alter
the relation between environment and us.

Gavon: Why did you choose video as a medium to express yourself? What is it about video as
an art form that attracted you?

Tsui: Mostly, action is a genre how I define my work. As a matter of fact, it’s a general
problem for all kinds of media-- how to present. We document each performance, film,
opera…etc, convert into videos then transfer. I do not have super-power to convey images of
my works to the viewers, so for me, video is just a form of art, not what it represent.

Gavon: What difficulties (if any) did you encounter when making your video, either from a
production stand point or a political/cultural standpoint?
Tsui: Luckily, there haven’t been many difficulties. What I mean is, if you don’t feel
embarrassed, you won’t take people’s judgement seriously. As long as you move faster while
performing, it’s likely to avoid some troubles. But once there was an accident while I was
shooting in London, the police wanted to confiscate my camera, fortunately my assistant in
Gasswork helped a lot and saved my camera.
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Gavon: What do you hope that viewers in Kansas take from your video? Does it concern you
that something might be “lost in translation,” so to speak?
Tsui: If people were inspired by my work, to have more imagination on how they see things,
changing attitude toward daily life or adding more options and alternatives, would be the
best outcome I could hope for.
It’s normal to be mistranslated. There are different layers of my work, and the chances of
having mutual dialogue depends one each experience and concern in life, of course there are
always other possibilities. Through my past experience, only a few people could understand
the core of my work, the rest would simply think it s a camp or parody. But as long as there
is communication in between, it s worthwhile keeping on doing it.
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